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SYNOPSIS

Over the past decade, Southern Africa has seen an increase in the number of orphaned and displaced
elephant calves. The reasons are primarily increased poaching of elephants and other large game,
together with human encroachment and destruc1on of tradi1onal elephant habitat. It is this that led to
the crea1on of an orphanage for baby elephants that would also provide an adop1ve family structure, so
important, for physical and emo1onal well-being of orphaned elephants.
It is to this orphanage that baby Khanyisa - a 3-month-old, orphaned, albino elephant calf - is brought
aYer being caught in a wire snare. As Adine and her team ﬁght to save the young calf’s life, the ques1on
remains: will Khanyisa be able to integrate into a new family and, by doing so, prove that the Jabulanielephant herd can change the face of elephant rehabilita1on in South Africa?
The Jabulani herd is unique in that it is mostly comprised of elephants that were also once orphans. This
makes the herd more accep1ng of other orphans, oﬀering a unique solu1on for orphaned baby
elephants who seldom survive outside of an elephant family structure.
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Q&A WITH HERMIEN ROELVERT-VAN GILS - WRITER / DIRECTOR

Had you had any interacFon with elephants before making this documentary? Do you have an aﬃnity
for these creatures?
I had a very unfortunate and unhappy experience with working elephants in Thailand while on
honeymoon. It was there that I came to realise that elephants have emo1ons like us, and it was also
there that I saw, ﬁrst-hand – the cruelty inﬂicted on these remarkable creatures.
Shortly aYer this experience, I started working for 50/50, a local environmental television show where I
produced enviro stories for broadcast. I made many inserts about elephants and, in the process, learned
more and more about these fascina1ng creatures – everything from the huge issue surrounding ivory
poaching to the intricacies of the social structure of elephant herds. For some reason I was constantly
drawn to stories about elephants.
What inspired you to make this documentary?
This project didn’t start out as a documentary about saving elephant orphans. The Jabulani herd was
interes1ng to me because each individual was once an orphan due to various human-wildlife incidents.
Most of these elephants come from Zimbabwe where they had been hand raised about 25 years ago.
When their existence was threatened by war veterans in that country, the young herd was rescued and
relocated to South Africa. This was a massive undertaking because it meant not only moving the herd,
but also the carers. Elephants are very social creatures and it would have been even more trauma1c for
the herd if it had been relocated without the minders who the herd trusted. The elephant minders leY
their families back in Zimbabwe to take care of the herd in its new home.
Adine had bought and taken over the management of the Jabulani elephant herd and the lodge that
ﬁnancially supports its upkeep. She then announced that she was pufng a stop to elephant rides for
tourists (as had been the prac1ce previously). I cold called her to ask if she would mind if I ﬁlmed the
process of phasing out the rides.
During my second visit, a call came through from researchers who had found a lone elephant calf close
to a big elephant carcass, presumably the calf’s mother, in the veld. They rescued the calf and brought it
to Adine. Then 2 weeks later, another call came in about another orphan. At that point, everything
changed. Faced with the daun1ng task of saving these two liBle elephants, Adine and her team were
pushed to the limit.
I don’t think that they, or I, realised that the arrival of the second baby elephant would result in the
establishment of the ﬁrst wildlife rehabilita1on centre in South Africa, dedicated solely to elephants.
HERD was born out of a growing need, over the last 5 years, for a place with knowledge, space, funds
and facili1es to care for orphaned elephants. In this sense, the Jabulani herd was the perfect partner to
care for the liBle elephants and, by doing so, reduce the human’s need to care for the babies.

Describe a typical day with the Elephants
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The day starts early for the elephant minders as the elephant herd leaves for the bush at sunrise. Adine
usually spends some 1me with the elephants and the minders to ensure that the elephants are all
physically well and emo1onally content. Much like humans, elephants have dis1nct personali1es and,
they too, can be chirpy some days or more subdued on others. At sunset, the herd returns to the stables
for the night.
What does it take to save an orphan elephant?
Elephants are very complex and sensi1ve creatures. The trauma and the psychological impact of losing a
parent or being separated from their family is devasta1ng to a baby elephant. By the 1me the elephants
are rescued, their immune systems are usually compromised because of the stress they have suﬀered
coupled with severe malnourishment. (Elephant calves nurse for 4 years and in the ﬁrst few months
they are solely dependent on their mothers’ milk.) How they process trauma inﬂuences how well they
recover, both physically and emo1onally. A baby may appear to be making good progress and then
suddenly die.
There is a lot of work that is being done in crea1ng elephant milk formulas. Each calf has his or her own
speciﬁc feeding needs. There is no single milk formula that works for all calves. Also, as the calves grow
older, the nutri1onal components in natural elephant milk changes. In raising the orphans, the team has
to mimic these changes to ensure the calves get the right nutri1on, at the correct 1mes, to become
healthy adult elephants who are ﬁt for release in the future.
Tell us about some of the other interesFng characters you bonded with during the making of this
documentary
I call them the elephant people. Their ability to walk amongst the herd, and understand each elephant
personally, just blows my mind. It’s a trust rela1onship between them and the elephants.
Tiger
Tiger, the manager, is one of my heroes. He is someone who never gives up, even in the face of adversity,
he just shrugs his shoulders and smiles. “It’s not that bad”, is his regular refrain. His life story and his
rock-solid belief in God, makes him someone I look up to. He absolutely loves those elephants - like he
says: “they are part of my family” and, watching him with the elephants, I believe this to be true.
Mr Stavros
Mr Stavros Chaukoma is the oldest carer on the team. My walks with him, and the orphans in the bush,
will always be some of my most treasured memories. Although we both speak diﬀerent mother tongues,
we were able to crack jokes and understand one another. He was able to impart his wisdom and
observa1ons despite the language barrier. I have the utmost respect for him.

Joshua Dube
Joshua was one of the ﬁrst carers with whom I spent lots of 1me while ﬁlming the ﬁrst elephant orphans
– who, unfortunately, could not be saved. Both he and Mr Stavros have just the right touch when it
comes to the small elephant orphans - it’s as if the calves know that they can trust these two men.
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It has to be said that all the carers I spent 1me with are special people, but they have to be if they are to
walk alongside the elephants. Elephants are highly intelligent and very intui1ve, they see through any
sort of fake behaviour from humans.
Describe what it is like to be amongst these remarkable creatures
First and foremost, it is a special privilege to be recognised by a liBle elephant, and to get a rumble of
acknowledgement when he or she picks up your scent.
On my ﬁrst shoot with liBle Shawu, 5 years ago, Adine and the team were watching me like hawks,
checking my approach and demeanour - I just didn’t realise at the 1me.
The breakthrough, for me, came when Shawu, weighing about 80 kilograms with an extra 3 kilograms of
wet mud on his body, approached me and then started rubbing his body against my back. I just sat there
wai1ng for him to ﬁnish, missing the shot because he had selected me as his scratching post.
I also had the privilege to ﬁlm amongst the adult herd. That is daun1ng. They are massive and it makes
you realise just how small and insigniﬁcant you are. But walking with them out in big 5 territory is
amazing, hearing the rhythm of their now familiar footsteps, and hearing the low rumble that comes
from deep within their bodies is humbling. When I looked into their eyes, I knew that their sixth sense is
so much more developed than mine and that they were picking up on every nuance in my behaviour.
They are amazing and special beings.
How did you go about shooFng this documentary, given that it covers an extended period? Did you
shoot conFnuously?
I shot con1nuously for most of the 1me. I will forever be grateful to my late husband who took care of
the ﬁnances, thus allowing me 1me to pursue this project, and spending my income on this work.. I was
able to ﬁlm at the rehab centre every 5 to 7 weeks. To fully capture the realness, it couldn’t be shot in a
week. I had to become part of the HERD team, they had to accept me (the people and the elephants).
Only then, could I enter their space, only then could we talk about their dreams and fears with the
camera rolling.
When the Covid lockdown hit South Africa, my husband and I had to make the tough decision for me to
spend lockdown with Adine, Tiger at HERD. He couldn’t join me because of the unreliable wiﬁ and cell
phone recep1on in the area and of course our 3 cats had to be looked aYer. Everything was so uncertain
and we had no way of knowing how long the lockdown would last, however, we both recognised that I
would miss the bulk of the story if I didn’t go.
This has been a long journey with many great highs and devasta1ng lows, but I am fortunate that it paid
oﬀ.

What were the speciﬁc challenges of shooFng this documentary?
The way I wanted to tell the story was to focus on a single orphan’s rehabilita1on journey. . Sadly, the
ﬁrst two, Shawu and Mopane, didn’t survive and I had to start from scratch 3 1mes over. However, when
Khanyisa, the liBle albino elephant was rescued, I recognised that I had been given one last chance to tell
the story.
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The physical work was very challenging. The liBle orphans need to walk considerable distances to
strengthen their bodies and to get ﬁt. To follow them, I had to lug my gear along with me every day. It
was taxing, but on the posi1ve side, I got very ﬁt from schlepping 6kg of gear across the veld.
Another challenge in the wildlife space is that an event only happens once. Things happen in the
moment and you have to be ready at all 1mes because there are no opportuni1es for a second take. If
Khanyisa decides to run and chase a warthog close by it happens in a second so if you don’t an1cipate
and read their behaviour it’s easy to miss the shot.
What was the greatest revelaFon to you during the making of this documentary?
There simply are no easy answers when it comes to rescued elephants. While, in an ideal world, we
would love to have these elephants roaming freely in the wild, it’s not always possible as large enough
tracts of habitat without human interference isn’t readily available anymore. In most cases, elephant
calves are orphaned because of human ac1vity – poaching, snaring, reloca1on. There is now very strong
evidence that one cannot raise an orphan by hand in isola1on and then simply release them into a wild
herd. They are social animals and calves need other elephants of various ages and ranks to learn how to
be an elephant.
The longer an elephant is raised only by humans, the more they lose their ins1nc1ve fear of humans and
will, in all likelihood, once released, cross into human habitat. When they are adults and weigh 3 or 4
tonnes, a gate will not prevent them from a fruit orchard or maize planta1on. The best solu1on,
therefore, is to get the young elephant integrated into a herd as soon as possible so that the other
elephants can care for them and teach them the way of the elephant.
How emoFonally taxing was this project for you?
Shoo1ng Diary of an Elephant Orphan had extreme highs and lows. For one, it took me away from my
husband and three cats on a regular basis, but that was a choice I made and one my husband
understood.
The worst for me, for everyone involved, is when a liBle elephant passes away. I will never forget the
morning Mopane passed away – only Adine, Samson and I were there, ini1ally. I was s1ll outside
switching on my camera when I heard Adine’s voice and I immediately knew something was very wrong.
I rushed over to ﬁnd Mopane lying on the ground, Adine fran1cally calling his name. Ins1nc1vely, I put
down the camera to help and ﬁlming had to wait un1l the rest of the team arrived.
I had walked kilometres with Mopane and his team, sifng up with him and his carers at night, ﬁlming,
following his process of learning to use his foot to dig out roots or get the hang of his trunk to pull up
grass. We were all shaBered at the loss because it was also so unexpected. May his liBle soul, and the
souls of all the other liBle elephants who lost the ﬁght, rest in peace.

What is your hope for this documentary?
I fear our world is gefng too small for these large, magniﬁcent creatures. Without massive amounts of
habitat these animals cannot survive peacefully, and without being persecuted. Inevitably they will
wander into a neighbouring mango orchard or cross over into subsistence farmer ﬁelds and destroy
crops. Or like we see in this documentary, people set snares for bush meat within a reserve and the
consequence is a 60 year ripple eﬀect.
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Conserva1on of these creatures is incredibly complex because humans need an ever-increasing amount
of land to ﬂourish and this encroaches on the elephant’s range. How do we accommodate both humans
and animals, side by side? My hope is that this documentary will start a conversa1on, create greater
awareness, and ins1ll a deeper understanding of the complexity surrounding elephants and their needs
(physical, social and emo1onal).
The longer I ﬁlmed, the more I understood the complexity of rehabilita1ng elephants. Something as
elementary as determining the correct nutri1onal formula, can have a lifelong impact on elephants… and
they live for 60 years. So the building blocks in the beginning are extremely important, leaving very liBle
room for error. Contrary to popular belief, what works in one country doesn’t necessarily work in
another. It seems that elephants can develop an immunity to diseases in one speciﬁc area, and this
immunity is passed on to the calves through the mother’s milk.
Since the young orphans arriving at the orphanage don't have access to their mother’s milk anymore,
the team needs to mimic all the nutri1onal components of elephant milk - it’s a massive task! (An
elephant calf nurses for about 4 years.) That’s why the team working on the milk formula at HERD
comprises nutri1onal scien1sts, veterinarians, wildlife academics specialising in elephants and the
experienced carers on the ground.
Studies done in Kenya showed that orphaned elephant calves, whose mothers had been poached but
remained in the original herd, were pushed to the periphery. Without a mother championing them, the
orphans would be forced to stand in the less shaded spots when the calves with mothers stood in full
shade, or would be pushed out of good browsing spots and have to seBle for feeding on less nutri1ous
vegeta1on. This gives a liBle insight into the complexity of the social structure within an elephant herd,
and the importance of the herd structure on the well-being of elephant calves.
Diary of an elephant orphan highlights some of the issues that warrant debate, but it also showcases the
determina1on of the human spirit to ﬁnd solu1ons that can make a diﬀerence in this world. Hopefully it
will inspire people and, like Tiger says: “Do whatever it takes to make a diﬀerence. Do it with all your
heart.”
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ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
HERMIEN ROELVERT-VAN GILS – Producer / Director / DOP / Editor
Hermien is a TV Producer and Filmmaker specialising in stories about the natural world and its
inhabitants.
For the past 15 years Hermien Roelvert-van Gils has produced, ﬁlmed, and directed (local and
interna1onal) environmental and wildlife content for broadcast. She was an episode producer for the
team that made the 4K blue-chip series Africa Rivers Wild for Animal Planet and France5. In 2019/2020
she produced, directed, ﬁlmed, and scripted a 13-part series called Boshospitaal (Bush Hospital) that
aired on a local South African channel (VIA TV). She is an ongoing creator of wildlife and environmental
content for the longest running environmental show in South Africa 50/50 for the public broadcaster
(SABC). In 2018 Hermien took over the role as Head of Content for 50/50, SABC2.
Hermien's work has been nominated for a SAFTA 2017 award (South African Film and Television Award)
and she won the SAB Enviro Video media category for her portolio of nature stories in 2015. Recently,
she was chosen for the 2021 SAGE/Encounters Rough Cut Lab for the documentary Diary of an Elephant
Orphan.
She believes that stories should be felt and experienced by viewers and uses her Honours Degree in
Visual Communica1on, obtained from the University of North West, to create content that speaks to and
connects with viewers on a deeper level.
Diary of an Elephant Orphan is her ﬁrst feature length documentary.

MELISSA PARRY (SAGE) - Editor
Melissa Parry has worked in the ﬁlm industry as a freelance editor since 2005. She works on feature
ﬁlms, documentaries, wildlife, ar1st’s ﬁlms, and series, such as Netlix’s ﬁrst African Original Queen Sono
(2020).
She is driven by a strong desire to keep reﬁning her craY and has vigorously pursued opportuni1es to
expand her skills-set as an editor through, for example, mul1ple workshops and masterclasses.
In 2010 Melissa’s crea1ve work as an editor was recognised by peers with the awarding of the South
African Guild of Editors (SAGE) acronym. She was nominated for the Rolex Mentor and Protégé Arts
Ini1a1ve (2012) and recently won mul1ple interna1onal awards for her work on the wildlife ﬁlms Birth of
a Pride (2019) and Okavango: River of Dreams (2020).
Melissa has also worked with South African ar1sts Mohau Modisakeng, Nandipha Mntambo and William
Kentridge to create ar1st ﬁlms shown across the world, including at The South African Pavilion at the
Venice Biennale (2017).

ABOUT THE HERD TRUST
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Adine Roode is the founder of the Hoedspruit Elephant Rehabilita1on and Development (HERD)Trust and
MD of JABULANI
AYer achieving a Bachelor of Commerce Degree (Hons) in Accountancy at The University of Pretoria,
Adine spent much 1me working at her father’s side in the opera1onal running of the Kapama reserve
where HERD and JABULANI is located. She has a natural business acumen and can-do aftude in the face
of challenges and the ﬁght and drive required to be successful in running both.
In 2019, following the con1nual acceptance that the Jabulani elephant herd showed wild elephant
calves, Adine gathered a team of experts to build and manage the HERD orphanage with her. Together
they set up an advisory group, laying out the principles, objec1ves, requirements, and the way forward
to enable her to provide a dedicated space for orphaned elephant calves in need of a unique adop1ve
family structure, something that is crucial for their wellbeing and survival.
In 2021, Adine took the bold decision to form the HERD Trust, to bring the management of the Jabulani
herd, which was previously funded solely by tourism at the lodge, under the same umbrella as the
elephant orphanage
Adine spends as much 1me on the ground with the elephants as well as overseeing the management
and administra1on of the HERD Trust.
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